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The ultimate manga coloring book, based on the bestselling The Monster Book of Manga.One of the
first coloring books dedicated solely to creating and coloring mangaâ€”Japanese
cartooningâ€”characters, Color Manga features mesmerizing fantasy figures from the highly popular
The Monster Book of Manga. Now, manga fans and coloring enthusiasts can color their own
versions of these cool and edgy characters, which include a fierce dragon, an ian warrior, a
mechanical octopus, a fearless female fighter, an axe-wielding dwarf, and more.With the popularity
of both coloring books and manga growing, Color Manga will spark creativity and inspire fans to
create their own unique collection of colorful manga characters.
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The title of this coloring book is deceptive as far as being 'monster' manga- in the sense that there is
not a monstrously huge number of pages- and only like two monsters in the whole book. I noticed a
mummy and that's about it. Three stars because the pictures are well done and detailed- loss of two
stars because the pictures are on both sides on the pages- so markers will bleed through and
layered colored pencil will smear onto unused pages. Plus there aren't really any monsters to color
in the book of 'monster magna. There are better choices out there if you want to color monsterswith equally detailed art. In addition some of the backgrounds are already completelty blacked in
around the figure in the picture for some unnecessary and unknown reason. There are many adult
coloring books that have detailed drawing and are only printed on single sides of the paper so you

can put something in between picture to prevent bleed through. Was really looking forward to using
this but it's a bit of a let down because of layout and the odd choice of some black backgrounds
surrounding a tiny white figure. Not all pages are this way...so im not sure why this was done at allsince you would want to do your own coloring in em- a coloring book. Plus there are two pictures to
a page....which essentially means if you color one side the other side will be ruined even if you
removed the pages from the book. Plus putting 'monster' in the title is a bit deceptive- and yes im
aware of the Monster Manga book that this one is based on. Three stars for detailed drawings- but
this book misses the mark in some ways. Hope this helps.

This is awesome. It has every style of anime. And tons and tons of pictures. The pages aren't thick
and the art is on both sides. But I just copied the other sides on the ones I liked a lot and couldn't
choose a side. This way i could color both.

I'm actually really impressed with this coloring book! I have been looking for an adult coloring book,
and none of them really did it for me until I saw this one! I also like the fact that there are even a few
tutorials on how to draw some of the figures! It's all around pretty cool!

Not what expected. Low quality images that look like something someone drew and turned into a
coloring page with an app, and too many random images. Robots, old men, a demon, something
that looks like someone trying to draw the power rangers and 80s style transformers, a weird lizard,
and few overly sexual images (only a problem because I got this for my daughter). There are some
cute girls, but more than half of it is junk.

I got this book for my cousin, who is in middle school by the way and saw that it would not be
appropriate for that age group. This book might even be inappropriate for high schoolers because
the characters are over sexualized and are naked in some of the images. In terms of a gift for a
middle schooler, this was not a good fit. I am not familiar with Manga, but I think the artwork was
nice and the quality of the book was nice. The pages are thick and the pictures are vibrant and
illustrated well.

Awesome coloring book, a good bit of detail, some of reviews talk about pictures, i think its kinda
tame compared to reviews i saw which led me to believe it was a little sexual in nature

Illustrations are very detailed. Pages are very thick. I used colored pencils but could probably use
markers. Would buy others when this is finished.

If you use markers, the ink bleeds to the other side. And man, several of the pictures are quite
sexual. This is not appropriate for younger people.
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